Onyx Apartments

We brand the crown jewel of apartment living in Edina,
Minnesota, a tony suburb outside of Minneapolis.

LIVE

the happy

LIFE

Simply exquisite studios,
1, 2 and 3 bedrooms in
Edina. Onyx invites you
to indulge in style.

onyxedina.com

6725 York Ave S
Edina, MN 55435

PLAN S 1

Studio / 1 Bath / 609 Avg SF

pet park
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Entry

Balcony

5’-3” x 18’-0”

Kitchen / Living
17’-11” x 12’-3”

A PUP´S
Bedroom

9’-1” x 10’-8”

DREAM
Bathroom

COME TRUE

8’-8” x 6’-11”

Onyx Edina is a pet-friendly
community featuring an outdoor pet
park where your furry companion
can stretch her legs and make new
friends. What’s more, we have an
indoor pet washing station so you
never have to share your tub. It’s
hard to say who will enjoy our pet
perks more!

Edina is a paradise for
park lovers. Home to
a host of city parks,

FLOORS 2—6

you’ll be transported by
their captivating beauty.
Charming walking paths,
All renderings, specifications, amenities and details are subject to change without notice. Room dimensions are approximate and may vary depending on residence selected.

green grassy expanses,

Square footage dimensions are based upon measurement practices according to the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) Method B of Net Area calculations.

golfing and outdoor
adventures of all kinds are

6725 York Avenue S, Edina, MN 55435

ony xedina .com

always close at hand.

OnyxLeasing@LiveLMC.com 952-373-4820

challenge

solution

results

Lennar is one of America’s leading

Because we don’t have a Minneapolis office,

Lease-ups are strong at Onyx of Edina due to

homebuilders, with a reputation for quality

we wanted to build a brand that felt authentic

a careful blend of smart brand positioning,

buildings dating back to their start in 1954.

to those who call the North home. So we

an authentic hometown vibe in all marketing

UpShift was selected as their nationwide

started with strategy—and got to know the

collateral, and a savvy media buy that UpShift

partner to help expand their product

local market. We sat with locals. We collected

created and executed. Just as important,

offering into multi-family rental residences

and studied hometown publications. We

residents of Edina have embraced the

in Minneapolis, Chicago and Dallas. Under

learned the lingo. Then, we dove deep into

development due to its refined messaging

the new “LMC” brand, we were tasked with

the market demographics of who would rent

and build quality. This was a large score for

creating unique branding and marketing

an apartment in Edina. The findings were

Lennar because prior to any branding being

collateral for a new ultra-luxurious rental

insightful and drove our recommendations

developed, local residents were worried if a

building in Edina, a tony suburb about 30

for logo, marketing messaging, and overall

large-scale apartment building would fit in

website

minutes from downtown Minneapolis. This

look & feel. As a result, we skewed the

with their nearby elegant homes on grand

• OnyxEdina.com

property was one of the first to debut in their

visuals to an older demographic, reflective of

boulevards. We crafted a conservative yet

new apartment portfolio, so it had to establish

the established homes in the area and the

modern and luxurious brand that helped

a brand image and attract high-end residents.

conservative lifestyle found in Edina.

Lennar successfully launch the LMC brand.

industry
• real estate

deliverables
• brand strategy
• logo design
• marketing collateral
• web site design
• signage
• advertising
• social media

www.upshiftcreative.com

